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Definitions and Cautionary Note
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References in this presentation to “our Company” or the “Corporation” and to “SPC” refer to SHLPH. The words “we”, “us” and “our” are used to refer to SHLPH or to 
those who work for SHLPH. 

This content contains forward-looking statements (within the meaning of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995) concerning the financial condition, 
results of operations and businesses of Shell. All statements other than statements of historical fact are, or may be deemed to be, forward-looking statements. Forward-
looking statements are statements of future expectations that are based on management’s current expectations and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks 
and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in these statements. Forward-looking 
statements include, among other things, statements concerning the potential exposure of Shell to market risks and statements expressing management’s expectations, 
beliefs, estimates, forecasts, projections and assumptions. These forward-looking statements are identified by their use of terms and phrases such as “aim”, “ambition”, 
‘‘anticipate’’, ‘‘believe’’, ‘‘could’’, ‘‘estimate’’, ‘‘expect’’, ‘‘goals’’, ‘‘intend’’, ‘‘may’’, “milestones”, ‘‘objectives’’, ‘‘outlook’’, ‘‘plan’’, ‘‘probably’’, ‘‘project’’, ‘‘risks’’, “schedule”, 
‘‘seek’’, ‘‘should’’, ‘‘target’’, ‘‘will’’ and similar terms and phrases. There are a number of factors that could affect the future operations of Shell and could cause those 
results to differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking statements included in this content, including (without limitation): (a) price fluctuations in crude oil 
and natural gas; (b) changes in demand for Shell’s products; (c) currency fluctuations; (d) drilling and production results; (e) reserves estimates; (f) loss of market share 
and industry competition; (g) environmental and physical risks; (h) risks associated with the identification of suitable potential acquisition properties and targets, and 
successful negotiation and completion of such transactions; (i) the risk of doing business in developing countries and countries subject to international sanctions; (j) 
legislative, judicial, fiscal and regulatory developments including regulatory measures addressing climate change; (k) economic and financial market conditions in 
various countries and regions; (l) political risks, including the risks of expropriation and renegotiation of the terms of contracts with governmental entities, delays or 
advancements in the approval of projects and delays in the reimbursement for shared costs; (m) risks associated with the impact of pandemics, such as the COVID-19 
(coronavirus) outbreak; and (n) changes in trading conditions. No assurance is provided that future dividend payments will match or exceed previous dividend 
payments. All forward-looking statements contained in this content are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements contained or referred to in this 
section. Readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Additional risk factors that may affect future results are contained in Shell plc’s Form 
20-F for the year ended December 31, 2022 (available at www.pilipinas.shell.com.ph/investors and www.sec.gov.ph). These risk factors also expressly qualify all forward-
looking statements contained in this content and should be considered by the reader. Each forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date of publication 
mentioned on this website. Neither Shell plc nor any of its subsidiaries undertake any obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement as a result of 
new information, future events or other information. In light of these risks, results could differ materially from those stated, implied or inferred from the forward-looking 
statements contained in this content.
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Key Messages

 Marketing businesses sustain growth in volumes by 9% 
while maintaining high premium penetration across key 
sectors.

 Net income stands at PHP123 million as inventory 
holding losses & borrowing costs temper marketing 
growth. Core income at PHP1.4 billion.

 Supply enhancements underway to support growth.

 Expanding sustainability efforts while pursuing more & 
cleaner energy solutions today & for the future.

Executive Summary

Shell Group Brand 
and Reputation 

Strong 
partner in 

nation 
building

Powering 
progress

Meeting the country’s 
energy needs today 

& tomorrow

Attractive 
dividend 

policy
~5.6% yield in
August 2022

Protecting the 
environment

Moving towards lower 
carbon operations, 

products, & 
solutions
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Macroeconomic factors demonstrate resilience, high interest rates & 
decreasing product prices impact income delivery

Currencies continue to fluctuate in 1H 2023
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Comparison vs USD as of June 2023
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Interest rate hike paused in line with US fed; 
still more than triple 2022 rates
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4Sources: Exchange rates: China, Malaysia, India, UK, Thailand, Philippines; Inflation: China, Philippines, Malaysia, India, Thailand, US, UK; Mean of Platts Singapore; PH GDP; GDP forecast; BSP Interest Rates
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Fuel prices at a downtrend since 3Q 22
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GDP growth for next 2 years is forecasted to fall within gov’t 
target of 6% – 7%
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+33% vs 1H 2019

PHP1.4b Core Earnings at par vs PY, strong marketing delivery offset by higher 
borrowing costs
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PHP0.1b

FO Plus Premium Lubes 
(incl Mobility)

Net Income After Tax

On-time, In-Full

One-offs: -PHP1.7b inventory holding losses, impairment 
reversal & tax impact of +PHP0.4b

PHP
vs PHP7.8b in prior year

PHP1.4b
Core Earnings (excl. COSA & one-offs)

vs PHP1.4b in prior year
PHP PHP1.4b

NFR Income (Operating Profit)

+14% vs prior year

Fuels Volume

1H23 volume at 2.1b liters, +10% vs PY’s 1.9b liters

-PHP1.9b
Cash flow from operations

CFFO excl. working capital at +3.3b

3%
ROACE (Discrete)

vs 5% in 1Q 2023

57%
Gearing

vs 56% in 1Q 2023

28%
V-Power (B2C)

28% 22%

14
New Mobility Sites

7 CO; 7 DO;  6 disposals

1,412
Goal Zero Days 96%

96% vs prior year

PHP

BL

Shell Pilipinas Corporation CONFIDENTIAL

58% 53% 53%

41% 46% 46%
1% 1%

1%
1,967 1,948 2,140 
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vs 28% in 1Q 2023 vs 20% in 1Q 2023

vs 27% in 1Q 2023
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Notes: Return on average capital employed is defined as EBIT as a percentage of the average capital employed for the period. Capital employed consists of short-term 
borrowings and loans payable, and total equity. Average capital is calculated as the mean of the opening and closing balances of capital employed for that period. Net 
earnings based on net income after tax. The gearing ratio is calculated as net debt divided by total capital. Net debt is calculated as total loans and borrowings less cash.

 Sales volume up 10%, while 
premium penetration 
increased across key products

 Tempered by inventory losses 
(PHP1.7b vs PHP6.4b gain in 
PY) & borrowing costs 
(PHP1.0b)

Net Earnings/(Loss) + Volume Delivery Core Earnings Breakdown
PHPbPHPb
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Delivering 9% 
volume growth 
through new 
campaigns and 
promotions
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+9%
vs 1H 2022

Fuels Volume

28%

Premium Fuel 
Penetration

37%

Brand Share of 
Preference

7 
>1,150 total sites

New sites

Marketing campaigns held in Q2 following the 
reformulated V-power launch in February

Promotions such as “Power Up Your Summer” supported the 
Company’s high brand share preference and premium fuel 

penetration.  

New & Improved V-power brings more 
customers in station and sustains preference for 

Shell

Fleet Card x Grab Distribution Campaign
Shell Fleet Solutions team in partnership with Grab Finance 
distributes & activates >3,000 fleet cards to Grab Drivers, 

doubling Grab's volume with Shell.

MOBILITY
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NFR Income 
retain its 
double-digit 
growth, +14% 
vs PY, +33% vs 
2019
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Non-Fuels Retail Operating Profits

Store Format New Total

Select 7 224

Deli2go 3 93

Shell Café 4 4

SHOC+/HSC * 5 484

Co-locators 33 225

Clip Ins 29 122

COVID impact

725 630 498 516 521 467 387 347 

721 
642 

528 269 564 478 423 382 

1,446 
1,272 

1,026 

785 

1,085 
945 

810 729 

20232022202120202019201820172016

1Q 2Q

50% Increase in NFR income since 1H16
+14% vs 1H22 (prior year)

+33% vs 1H19 (pre-pandemic)

* Shell Helix Oil Change (SHOC+) & Helix Service Center (HSC)

MOBILITY

4th Shell Café Opened in Bulacan
North Luzon 
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New customer wins, low carbon product & service offers bring up volume 
across most sectors by 10% 
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COMMERCIAL

Aviation

Commercial Fuels

Lubricants Construction & Road

Commercial Road Transport

2Q 2023 volume up 39% vs PY, almost 
double vs 1Q 2023 as tourism & travel 
continue to pick up

 2Q 2023 volume up 5% vs PY, almost 
double 1Q 2023 delivery

 Secured partnership with Nexthub Auto 
Care to offer Car+, an onboard 
diagnostic sensor

Won new & retained customers through 
various CVP’s ranging from premium 
products to services

 Premium product volume up by 8% 
 Roadshows held with DPWH’s Bureau 

of Research & Standard to increase 
awareness on Shell Instapave

More than 3x volume growth vs prior year
as transport of people and goods peaked 
especially during the summer season

Instapave is 
an all-weather 
paving system 
that remains 
repair free.
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 Strong HSSE Performance. 1,412 days of goal 
zero

 96% on-time and in-full pick-up & road 
delivered

 ~28,000 kms driven equivalent CO2 
reduction from road transport optimization & use 
of renewable energy in SHIFT

~40 thousand road 
transport trips

7.6 million km travelled

2.5 million 
contractor 
manhours
LTI FREE

148 local vessel 
movements

48 imports received

HSSE milestones

Darong, Southern Mindanao:  Our 3rd largest import terminal is on track to 
operationalize on the 3rd quarter of 2024 to further strengthen our supply chain

SUPPLY CHAIN

Supply enhancements underway to support growth

All Road Transport fleet installed with Active 
Fatigue and Distraction Detection Devices

AFDD identify driver 
fatigue or distraction 
and make real-time 

interventions
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Driving sustainability through lower carbon offers and operations
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LOWER CARBON OPERATIONS

Low Carbon Mobility Hub Installations @ 2025

487

159

380

91

103

LED lights

Solar panels

Inverter 
technology

Eco brick
Installation

Greenwall

500

400

400

180

200

Paint ALL SITES painted with 
non-harmful Knox-out paints

LOWER CARBON PRODUCTS & SERVICES 

Signed MOU with DENR 
to explore integrated 

carbon & development 
opportunities in the 

Philippines.

Shell Lubricants in partnership 
with Green Antz launched Shell 
LubeRecycle.  This promotes the 

collection & recycling of used 
lubricants packaging to promote a 

circular economy. 

Established EcoBrick Hub with 
Shell Foundation, to create 

EcoBricks using plastic waste & 
sell them to nearby 

communities. 

SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES
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Q2 2023 Awards and Recognitions 
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Smiling Stars event in Budapest, Hungary

Mobility/ Global Lubes Top Global Award
Rem Pine & Leo Mendoza

Asia Fuels Retailer of the Year
Carol Teves

Prosple’s Top 5 Employer

Shell Pilipinas lands in Prosple’s
Top 100 Employers for Fresh Graduates

 Shell was recognized as a top employer 
within the top 10 companies

 Selection is based on program quality 
and prevalence
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